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ABSTRACT  

Nowadays, more and more data are being created 

and analysed. Users were able to save their data 

in the cloud and access it whenever they needed 

to owe to Cloud Storage Service (CSS). Due to 

the possibility that sensitive data will be shared 

with unauthorised parties, outsourcing to the 

cloud raises serious privacy concerns. That's why 

encryption is a must before sending data off-site. 

Traditional key search-oriented encryption 

methods, on the other hand, can't handle basic 

activities or direct searches on encrypted data. As 

a result, there is a pressing need for a more robust 

and safe method of storing data on the cloud, 

from which it can be quickly retrieved as needed. 

The study's goal was to develop security for 

retrieving data from the cloud. To address this 

pressing issue, we have provided a 

comprehensive overview of the most up-to-date 

methods and strategies in use today. We divide 

the methods of protecting privacy into four 

groups: those that rely on cryptography, those 

that rely on probability, those that rely on 

anonymization, and those that rely on rankings. In 

addition, a taxonomy of methods for protecting 

sensitive administrative information has been 

developed by our team. In addition, we provided 

a thorough evaluation of the privacy-protecting 

methods from the perspective of meeting privacy-

protecting standards. Therefore, it is extremely 

desirable to provide methods for deploying 

effective auditing and accountability procedures 

that monitor the usage of data records in an 

anonymous fashion while also tracking the 

provenance to protect the data's privacy. 

Key words: Cloud computing, Data storage, 

Privacy, Data analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

As the number of people using the cloud 

increases at an exponential rate, so do their 

requirements and their need for new and 

innovative cloud computing techniques. This is 

where cloud computing's emphasis on shared 

resources comes in handy; it's an essential 

component of any Internet of Things setup. When 

it comes to data and resources, the cloud is 

agnostic in terms of location, allowing users to 

access them from anywhere in the world using an 

internet-connected device. Devices connected via 

the Internet of Things have the same global 

access to information and resources. IoT 

infrastructure requires standard cloud services 

such as scalability, availability, portability, and 

the ability to pool resources on-demand. In 

addition to improving service reliability through 

resource pooling, the elastic and on-demand 

features also allow for greater service efficiency 

and adaptability. All of these arguments suggest 

that the Internet of Things and Cloud computing 

standards should be integrated. 

If you're concerned about the safety of your data 

on the cloud, you should look at cloud data 

security, a crucial subfield of cloud computing. In 

this respect, firewalls and VPNs play an 

important role in protecting cloud users' 

anonymity and data. The highly private 

information is accessible to the external cloud 

because resource pooling is a need in the cloud.
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Fig. 1. Designing for Privacy in Cloud Computing Environments. 

Data saved in the cloud is only accessible by 

those who have been allowed access, which is 

why privacy is so crucial in this context. The 

confidentiality of information kept in the cloud 

cannot be ensured without adequate data privacy 

protections. It is shown in Figure 1 how a Privacy 

Preserving Cloud system incorporates AI and 

Cryptography principles to ensure user 

confidentiality at every level of the system. 

Numerous variations on the cloud concept are 

realised through various service providers' 

offerings. Numerous cloud computing systems 

can be accessed from cloud service providers 

including Google, Microsoft, and Amazon. 

Google Apps Engine, Microsoft Azure, and the 

Amazon Cloud are three of the most well-known 

examples. Additionally, ACME corporation has 

integrated VMware based v-Cloud to allow for 

many organisations to share computing resources. 

The cloud can be broken down into public clouds, 

private clouds, and hybrid clouds, each with their 

own set of advantages and disadvantages. Hybrid 

clouds combine characteristics of both public and 

private clouds, while public clouds belong to and 

are used by the public and private clouds belong 

to and are used only by a single organisation. 

Massive cloud service providers like Google, 

Amazon, and IBM provide the vast majority of 

the market's current cloud services. Unlike public 

clouds, in which anyone can utilise the provider's 

services, private clouds limit access to only those 

who have been granted permission. The hybrid 

cloud incorporates both the public and private 

cloud models into a single solution, making it the 

ideal solution for businesses with a need for both 

types of clouds. 

1.1 Motivation 

Recent research says that there are 44 zettabytes 

of data in the world. Organizations and 

government agencies would rather store their data 

in the cloud than on a local machine. Data 

security in the cloud is very important because 

attackers and intruders can get to sensitive 

information when it is stored or retrieved at the 

end user site. A statistical study shows that about 

29% of organisations are affected by data 

breaches, which affects 93% of organisations as a 

whole. To get rid of security holes, protect data 

from breaches, and lower threats around the 

world, effective ways to store and retrieve data 

that protect privacy need to be put in place. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Cloud service providers have a responsibility to 

address user concerns about data security and 

privacy [1]. A look back at some prior research 

and results is shown here. The absence of security 

and secrecy is a major drawback to Mobile Cloud 

Computing (MCC), but it does help us meet our 

needs for plentiful resources in portable devices. 
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Therefore, the security concerns and difficulties 

of mobile cloud computing have been examined 

in [2]. 

Data integrity (DI), data confidentiality (DC), and 

availability are all very important features of 

cloud storage that are investigated in [3]. Also, 

among the many useful tools that Cloud 

Computing has made accessible to companies and 

consumers alike, Storage as a Service is among 

the most well-known and widely-used (StaaS). 

The authors of [4] warn about the security risks 

posed by cloud service platforms in the medical 

area and offer some potential remedies. In [4], a 

technique for denying unauthorised users access 

while protecting user privacy and data security 

was outlined. 

This section reviews the available surveys about 

Cloud Computing's infrastructure and the idea of 

security. In addition, in the first subsection of this 

section, we have explored the privacy and 

security of data, storage, and communication [5], 

and in the subsequent subsections, we have 

investigated the fundamental security concept in 

Cloud Computing. Security hazards associated 

with Secure Data Sharing, as well as other topics 

like cryptography and steganography, have also 

been discussed in recent polls. Authentication and 

security audits are then discussed, along with data 

provenance, difficulties, risks, threats, and 

attacks. 

The authors of [6] and [7] have introduced a 

solution to overcome security issues relating to 

confidentiality, integriy, and availability in cloud 

systems, while the authors of [8] have analysed 

the solution of different categories of risks in 

cloud systems, including infrastructure threats, 

host threats, and service providers' threats. 

Consultants are an integral component of the 

service providers working with the 

implementation, and in [9] the authors have taken 

this into account by viewing data privacy and 

security through the lens of proper training. 

Cloud computing security is discussed in [11], 

and the effects of extended clouds like Mobile 

Edge Computing (MEC) and fog on the cloud 

computing network diagram are explored in [10]. 

To mitigate the damage caused by cloudbursting 

with DoS attacks or distributed DoS attacks, the 

authors of [12] created a unique technique they 

call Cloud Bursting Brokerage and Aggregation 

(CBBA) and analysed the secure sharing 

mechanism. 

The authors of [14] explain the model, control, 

and management of rechargeable batteries like 

Li-ion batteries used in IoT, while [13] discusses 

the importance of securing Smart Grids on cloud-

based software platforms. Even more so, [15] 

revealed the weaknesses and hazards in the live 

migration of Virtual Machine, claiming that there 

is no acceptable method to offer security. 

In [16], Sun and Aida have shown how they 

achieve the security of user applications with a 

method for running applications that require 

enormous resources on both local computing 

resources and Infrastructure-as-a-Service Cloud 

(IaaS) by employing machine learning, much like 

[17], where the authors show how they overcame 

several fundamental issues and improved CPU 

frequency in Virtual Machine with Workflow 

Scheduling. Three methods covering data 

confidentiality and integrity, authentication, and 

permission of operations are introduced in [18], 

which also analyses the security of live migration 

in virtualization. 
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Table 1 Comparative study of different security based solutions 

References Year Objective Techniqueused Dataset EvaluationMetrics 
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Using the STRE method, a cloud user can search 

and spread its encrypted data across many 

autonomous clouds administered by separate 

CSPs, ensuring its safety even if some or all of 

those CSPs should fail. STRE's advantage is a 

somewhat concealed search pattern, in addition to 

its dependability. Table 1 provides a quick 

overview of the reviewed devices' main features. 

3. PRIVACY ISSUES IN CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

Malicious behavior of the cloud provider:It is 

possible that the cloud service provider will 

access, use, or mine the user's data in an 

unsavoury or simply inquisitive manner. As a 

matter of fact, an unreliable service provider can 

decrypt a user's data by evaluating or analysing it 

repeatedly while remaining unaware of the 

encryption. There are a number of potential 

dangers that could jeopardise the privacy of data 

that has been outsourced to cloud servers, 

including the frequency analysis assault, which 

involves the repetitive examination of user 

searches, and the surface analysis attack. Later 

on, this survey will discuss a few methods that 

can be used to prevent the server from gaining 

access to the user's information. 
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Lack of user control:There is an absence of 

visibility and management over user data and 

applications when they are handled in the cloud. 

To be sure, customers are no longer the legal 

owners of the underlying infrastructure. As a 

result, they lack authority over the underlying 

cloud infrastructure but do have some influence 

over it thanks to the management interfaces 

provided by the service provider. The service 

model also determines the extent to which the 

customer is given control. 

 Malicious outsiders:The cloud's shared nature 

and the fact that multiple users can access the 

same resources at once pose a security risk. As a 

matter of fact, due to the virtualized and pooled 

nature of resources in multi-tenant public cloud 

environments, free trial offers, and unlimited 

access of network and resources at a lower price, 

malicious cloud service subscribers can target the 

data of legal users who share the same resources 

and violate their protections, and then spread to 

other victims. 

 Achieving regulatory compliance:Issues may 

arise legally when moving data from one cloud 

provider in one region to another in another due 

to the difficulty in assuring regulatory compliance 

across international borders. 

 Data proliferation:Most cloud service 

companies have many redundant data centres in 

case of disaster. More importantly, data owners 

have no say over how their data moves 

throughout the cloud or even across clouds. 

Accordingly, it is conceivable for a third-party 

server to violate data. 

 Information disclosure: Numerous challenges 

arise when attempting to encrypt data using 

homomorphic encryption while working in the 

cloud. In actuality, there are a number of 

limitations connected with existing encryption 

solutions, including the intricacy of procedures, 

the infeasibility of solutions, the poor quality of 

encryption keys, and the requirement that 

particular activities be performed on decrypted 

data stored in cloud servers. Therefore, users' data 

privacy may be jeopardised if sensitive 

information is made public. 

 Dynamic provision: The nature of cloud 

computing makes it difficult to determine who is 

accountable for maintaining data privacy. 

Additionally, due to the dynamic provisioning of 

cloud subcontractors participating in user data 

processing, some services may come from a 

malicious source. So now the user has less faith 

in the sub-providers and less confidence that his 

data will be handled securely. 

 Unauthorized secondary usage: Data saved or 

processed on the cloud is vulnerable to theft or 

other misuse. The cloud service provider, for 

instance, may sell customers' sensitive 

information to their rivals. 

4. RSERACH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Data privacy 

The term "privacy" refers to a person's or a 

group's capacity to conceal or reveal certain 

aspects of themselves or their activities. The 

following are elements of private space. 

i. When: A person may be more worried 

about the information that is being 

revealed right now or in the near future 

than they are about anything that 

happened in the past. 

ii. How: A user may feel at ease if friends 

may make special requests for his or her 

information, but he or she may not like 

regular and automatic alerts. 

iii. Extent: It's possible that a user might like 

to have their data reported as a fuzzy 

cluster rather than a single point. 

Customers' personal information and context 

must be kept private and handled responsibly in 

commercial transactions. Laws, protocols, 

standards, and practises are all part of ensuring an 

appropriate level of privacy for individuals' 

private information within an organisation. 

In a cloud environment where user data is 

protected, prying eyes won't be able to infer 

anything about a user's habits based on the 

frequency or duration of their visits (not direct 

data leakage). Research into Oblivious RAM 

(ORAM) has been extensive. ORAM technology 

makes use of several data copies to conceal users' 

genuine data-visiting intentions. ORAM has 

already been implemented to protect the privacy 

of cloud users and other sensitive data, so it's no 

secret that it's a promising solution. ORAM 

method is the state-of-the-art implementation of 

this problem. 
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There are four distinct types of privacy concerns 

that arise in the cloud, and they are as follows: 

i. how to protect users' data from being 

misused, stolen, or sold without their 

knowledge or consent while yet allowing 

them to access and modify their data in 

the cloud. 

ii. how to ensure data replications are lawful 

and consistent when storing user data in 

numerous convenient locations. and stay 

away from data theft, disclosure, and 

tampering. 

iii. whose duty it is to ensure compliance with 

privacy laws regarding individual data? 

iv. to what extent it is possible to identify, 

check, and verify the involvement of 

cloud subcontractors in processing.

 

 

Fig. 2. The Layered Architecture of Privacy-Preserving Cloud. 

The three primary layers of the Layered 

Architecture are depicted as three huge blue 

parallelograms in Figure 2. The orange 

parallelograms depict the sublayers found within 

these larger layers. The green parallelograms 

depict the subsublayers, which are located within 

the sublayers. A legend explaining what each of 

the symbols represents can be found to the left of 

the main image. 

5. DATA AVAILABILITY 

Data availability refers to the degree to which a 

user's data may be utilised or recovered in the 

face of calamities like hard disc damage, IDC 

fire, and network outages, and the methods by 

which a user checks their data rather than 

depending entirely on the credit guarantee of the 

cloud service provider. 

Since cloud service providers must adhere to 

local legislation, customers worry that their data 

may be illegally stored on servers in another 

country. The data's privacy and integrity are 

additional concerns that must be reassured by the 

cloud service provider. The cloud service 

provider's responsibility is to be transparent with 

the client about these kinds of issues and to earn 

the client's trust. The cloud service provider must 

reassure customers that their data is secure and 

clarify the applicability of local legislation. Data 

storage location, relocation, cost, availability, and 

security are the primary topics of this study. 

User confidence in the cloud can be boosted by 

making data easier to find. Cloud storage reduces 

the complexity of the cloud by providing users 

with a transparent storage solution, but at the 

expense of users' capacity to exert agency over 

their own data. Benson et al. [26] looked at 

geographical replication proofs and managed to 

track down Amazon cloud data. 

5.1. Reliable Storage Agreement 

Untrusted storage typically exhibits aberrant 

behaviour, such as cloud service providers 

deleting customer data during updates, which is 

difficult to monitor using merely simple data 

encryption. Another feature of a solid storage 

agreement is the ability to make edits alongside 

other users in real time. 
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As stated by Mahajan et al. [27], Depot 

guarantees both Fork-Join-Causal-Consistency 

and eventual consistency. It's resistant to 

discarding attacks and adaptable enough to 

accommodate the addition of additional 

safeguards in a secure cloud storage ecosystem 

(such as Amazon S3). 

SPORC [28] by Feldman et al. offers secure and 

dependable real-time contact and collaboration 
amongst several users with the assistance of a 

trusted cloud environment; insecure cloud servers 

have access to only the encrypted data. 

While the reliable storage protocol facilitates 

certain kinds of operations, this support is quite 

restricted, and most calculations must be 

performed locally on the client device. 

4.2. Reliability of Hard-Drive 

The cloud mostly uses hard drives as a storage 

medium at the moment. Storage in the cloud is 

based on the dependability of hard drives. The 

error rate of hard drives was investigated by 

Pinheiro et al. [29] using data from the past. It 

was shown that hard disc error rates tend to 

cluster in predictable ways, but are unrelated to 

operating conditions like temperature and 

frequency of use. As it stands, the SMART 

approach is not reliable enough to predict hard 

drives' error rates. Tsai et al. [30] studied the 

correlation between these two types of faults and 

found that soft faults have a low probability of 

foretelling hard mistakes on hard discs. 

CONCLUSION 

The advent of cloud computing is one of the most 

fascinating moments in the history of computer 

technology. There are major roadblocks to 

mainstream adoption of cloud computing, the 

biggest of which being worries about data 

security and privacy. Reducing the expenses of 

storing and processing data is essential for each 

company, despite the fact that data analysis is 

always one of the most important duties. Not one 

company will feel safe transferring their data and 

information to the cloud unless there is trust 

between cloud service providers and their clients. 

Researchers have come up with a plethora of 

strategies for protecting cloud-based data and 

giving it the highest level of security feasible. 

However, because to the broad adoption of Cloud 

Computing across numerous industries and 

technologies, a considerable number of private 

data may be at risk. People are starting to pay 

attention to the developing privacy concerns in 

Cloud Computing. Technology and methods for 

Privacy-Preserving Cloud Computing have arisen 

as a result of research into this problem, with the 

aim of ensuring users' anonymity and 

confidentiality in the cloud. 
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